‘Time Yourself’ Event Halkyn

- 22/23 August 2020

Start Times Anytime between 11am on Saturday 22August until 1pm Sunday
23August
You might prefer to run on the Saturday when the controls will have been recently
placed
Parking Roadside parking at the usual Halkyn Location. SJ 202 710
Start /Finish
At the same location as each other . Shown on the course map
(SJ201711)
It is by the large road sign ‘WINDMILL-MELIN WYNT’ Shown on
the photograph below
What 3 Words location ///magnetic.modem.enclosing
Time yourself from this point.

Event Details
There are 3 courses. Download and print your own map from the DEE web site or by
E mailing a request to John Padget. The map includes the description sheet. Time
yourself if you wish to do this. The controls are conventional kites, but they have no
numbers on them so ignore the control numbers on the description sheet. There are no
controls in close proximity to each other so if you find a control it will be the correct
one. E mail your time to John Padget if you wish to do so . An informal list of all
these times will be made available.
Terrain In general the controls have not been placed in bracken or difficult
undergrowth. However there will be legs where a path route is preferably to the direct
route because of the bracken. The screen on the map is a fairly reliable aid to making
this decision.
Courses
Long
5.5 Km 11 controls
Medium 3.9 Km 10 controls
Orange 2.8 Km 7 controls no road crossings
Note that the orange course is only slightly more difficult than a yellow. Most of the
controls are very near paths. However it is more difficult than a normal yellow
because (a) the controls are not visible from the paths in order to minimise the chance
them being nicked overnight and (b) there are some quite long legs which include
several complex path junctions.
Covid 19 / General Health & Safety Warnings
 Please note that this is not a British Orienteering insured activity so
it is undertaken at your own risk.
 If you go alone, please let someone know the details.
 Please carry your mobile phone or a whistle.

Only travel with members of your household
 Make sure you stay 2m away from anyone not in your household
 Be really courteous to any member of the public you come across,
giving them right of way.
 Go close to the controls but don’t touch them!
 Don't take part if you're experiencing any COVID symptoms


